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Name of the Activity / Event Students Workshop (Interactive Session) 
Theme/Topic Good Touch and Bad Touch 

Organised by R.D.P.S 
Resource person Respective Class Teachers 

BE SMART! 
BE SAFE I 

Venue :Classrooms
Date and Duration 29.04.22 (40 minutes) 
Participants :Classes I-IV (A-E) A simple book 

to teach your 
little ones abourt 
Safe touch and 

Unsafe touch 

File Accession Student's workshop Dossier File 
Domain :Social and Moral 

98JECTIVES 
To make learners understand the difference between good touch and bad touch. 
To sensitize them about various issues and make them emotionally strong. 
To develop the understanding of recognition of feelings associated with different kind of touches. 
To empower learners to defend against physical abuse. 

DESCRIPTION:
"There can be no keener revelation of a society's soul than the way in which it treats its children" 

Nelson Mandela 

Abduction and sexual victimization are the urban realities of the capital, which constantly haunt every parent. 
Frightened, cautious parents are pulling in all the help they can garner to ensure that children stay safe in 

society. Children must know that no one is ever allowed to touch their private parts, and that it is important to 

keep these areas covered and safe in public spaces (which includes school too). It is also important to teach 

children about respect for 'body space'. So, to acquaint our children about 'Good Touch and Bad Touch' an 

interactive session was conducted in the school. 

The session commenced by telling them the feelings associated with different kinds of touches and how they 
can defend against any physical abuse. They were also told that if something is happening that makes them 

feel uncomfortable, they must tell it to somebody they trust. After that a demo was given to the students by 
the resource person about personal space which must be maintained by every child. A video on 'Child safety- 
no touch' was shown to make them understand the difference between good touch and bad touch. They were 

also told about the 'Safe Circle' that consists of people whom they can trust upon in all aspects. Students also 

shared their views regarding the same and the session was a great learning experience for everyone. 
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Snapshots of the Session 
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